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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The old tunnel, that used to lie there under ground, a passage of Acheron-like solemnity and darkness, now all 
closed and filled up, and soon to be utterly forgotten, with all its reminiscences; of which, however, there will, for a 
few years yet be many dear ones, to not a few Brooklynites, New Yorkers, and promiscuous crowds besides. 
- Walt Whitman on the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel, 1862 

Objective 
A very exciting proposal is now being put forth by the Brooklyn Historic Railway Association 
(BHRA), a non-profit education corporation. The idea is to reopen the historic Atlantic Avenue 
Tunnel, the oldest subway tunnel in the world, built in 1844, improving public access and 
restoring the tunnel as a living museum and historic attraction. The museum will be different from surrounding 
institutions like the transit museum because visitors will be immersed in historical reproduction as well as a learning 
environment. The tunnel will be akin to colonial Williamsburg in Virginia.  
The BHRA seeks to provide a unique cultural experience by preserving the tunnels history as well as fostering the 
development of community and social capital. The tunnel will benefit the community by providing a historical 
education of the neighborhood as well as transportation and technology. The tunnel will attract tourists into 
Downtown Brooklyn which is already undergoing a renaissance due to the increased development in the area. The 
tunnel which is only accessible by foot, will encourage people to walk along Atlantic Avenue and patronize local 
businesses. The presence of the Museum will benefit the area economically. The tunnel museum will also give 
back to the community by making itself available for a number events primarily aimed at local residents. These 
special events will promote the arts and sciences while at the same time reflect the history of the tunnel.  

Project Outline 
The Project has 3 major phases: 
• Improve visitor access to the tunnel by installing a proper entrance, new lighting, and modern safety equipment. 

This will allow more people to access the tunnel and provide an effortless decent into the depths beneath the 
street. 

• Discovery and protection of the locomotive buried in the tunnel. The locomotive has been detected by scientific 
equipment but has not been seen by a person in over a century. The locomotive needs to be found and 
preserved in order to prevent this one of a kind find from rotting away. 

• A replica locomotive should be constructed. A replica will help visitors conceptualize the history of the tunnel 
and transportation at the time and will provide an interactive exhibit. It will also provide a learning exhibit for 
volunteers wishing to participate its construction. 
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THE EXPERIENCE 

The tunnel museum will be a unique attraction in New York City and will draw residents and tourists into Brooklyn’s 
downtown area. No where else in the city is there an abandoned tunnel that is easily accessible to city tourists. 
Few other cities offer a similar attraction. Sacramento and Seattle both on the west coast The tunnel will be a draw 
for post modern consumers.  
  
The tunnel museum will be much more than the average museum experience. The tunnel will be designed to look 
as if it is still in a state of archaeological discovery. Visitors will feel as if they are entering the tunnel for the first time 
and embarking upon a ground breaking discovery. In this vein the tunnel will seek to draw upon the excitement of 
the growing urban exploration movement (urbex). Urban explorationists generally explore paces within the built 
environment that are off limits to the general public. As an attraction the tunnel will provide all the experiences of 
urban exploration without the risk. This increases the appeal of the tunnel to a broader audience. Post modern 
consumers will enjoy the realism of the simulated risk of archaeological discovery while knowing that they are 
completely safe from harm. This risk-less risk or sanitized razzmatazz is a feature of a number of successful urban 
attractions across the country. In addition, we hope to attract: the general public thru the "human interest" story of 
how Robert Diamond found the tunnel against all odds a modern David and Goliath tale, Some train buffs who 
wish to see the locomotive Students, researchers, and conspiracy theory/paranormal investigators (huge potential 
market) like these, for example https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXH6rj-9sZU. 

Visitors to the tunnel, from the moment of entry, 
are engaged in a personal, emotional, act of 
archaeological discovery experiencing what Bob 
Diamond felt at the moment of discovering the 
tunnel. Visitors will descend into the tunnel through 
a new entrance and at the base of the stairs will 
be a dramatic stone entranceway.   This portal will 
mark the beginning of the simulated experience. 
The walkway following the portal will be covered 
with flashing LED panels and blanketed with a 
layer of fog from fog machines. Visitors will be 
made to feel as if they are entering another 
dimension. The LED and fog will give way to 
simulated torch lighting and a mine-like walkway as 

visitors will realize they are now in an archeological dig site similar to those featured in Indiana Jones films. Visitors 
will exit this small walkway through a hole that opens up into the expanses of the tunnel. In the tunnel will be 
decorative piles of rubble and strategically placed artifacts that have been found within the tunnel.  The first stop 
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on the tour will be this simulated dig site. There 
will also be open spaces free of decoration for 
special events and to show off the architectural 
significance of the tunnel design.  
After passing through this section visitors will be 
transported with the aid of multimedia devices 
including, led lighting, video projections, fog 
machines, and sound. This will be the first “time 
jump”. Visitors will then find themselves in 1861 
Brooklyn. Projections and lighting will make it 

appear as if visitors are on the surface. Visitors will be led by the tour guide to strategic points to meet tunnel 
characters portrayed by actors. These characters will include robber baron Augustus Litchfield, John Wilkes 
Booth, the Smoky Hollow Gand, and writer Walt Whitman. Visitors will learn about the importance of these 
characters and how they became involved with the tunnel through an interactive exchange. Visitors will get to ask 
questions and talk with the characters and actors will respond in the voice of the characters. Actors will also 
interact with each other to portray events that took place in the tunnel or reenact local tales of what was believed 
to have happened in the tunnel. 

A second time jump will transport visitors into the early 20th century. There they will meet a new set of characters 
including H.P Lovecraft, WW1 German Spies, Prohibition era bootleggers, and ghosts. A similar set of interactions 
will occur in this time jump. However, this jump will have more occult themes such a vampires and ghosts. It will be 
a popular stop during the halloween season. 

Eventually visitors will jump back to the present. They 
will reach a wall and believe that the tour is over 
however it will not be. By pressing a button, the 
guide will open a“secret” door disguised by hologram 
which will open into another mine like tunnel. After 
passing through visitors will reach the engine room 
which contains the lost locomotive. Dramatic 
spotlights will reveal the locomotive in the dimly lit 
room. Visitors will be able to act as if they have found 
the archeological find of the century. Finally, visitors 
will have photo opportunities with the engine and 
actors before leaving through a secret entrance 
below a storefront. 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Inspired just a tad by an original Star Trek episode on time travel paradox, and partly by the unique imagery of 
French renaissance artist Hubert Robert, the  Atlantic Avenue Tunnel Tour combines the numerous “truth is 
stranger than fiction” stories surrounding the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel. Visitors  will be transported to other times  
and realms of  “imagineered historical accuracy”. 

 The Interior of the Temple of Diana at Rimes, Hubert Robert, 1783 
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Plundering the 
Royal Vaults at St. 
Denis in October 
1793 

The crew of the 
Enterprise landing 
party encounters 
the Time Portal  
known as the 
"Guardian of   
 Forever".  From  
Star Trek: The 
Original Series 
episode, "The City 
on the Edge of 
Forever" (SE01, 
EP28)   
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BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TUNNEL 

An ordinance of the Brooklyn Common Council dated March 29, 1844, granted authority to the 
Long Island Railroad to construct the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel. The railroad planned to use the 
Tunnel as a major artery in their rail service between New York and Boston. This rail line was 
part of a much larger system of railroads that extended from Boston to Charleston, S.C. The 
Tunnel was a major breakthrough in transportation technology and city planning. It carried 
trains under Atlantic Avenue, thereby preserving the then fashionable shopping street and its 
inherent pedestrian and vehicular traffic. It was the prototype of “cut and cover” subway 
construction, the method still used today, in which long trenches are dug in the street and then 
covered to form the tunnel corridors. The development of this process had an historic impact on 
urban planning and development; it enabled planners to integrate railroads into complex urban 
landscapes and led directly to the creation of metropolitan subway systems. 
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After the Tunnel was completed in 1844, Brooklyn became a major transportation and 
commercial center to rival New York, and grew to be the third largest city in the country (a 
distinction it held until 1898 when it became a borough of greater New York). In 1848, 
competition from New York in the form of the New Haven Railroad caused the LIRR to lose its 
monopoly on rail service to Boston, and led to substantial financial losses and the abandonment 
of its interstate service. 
Only a few years later a prominent developer, Mr. Electus Litchfield, schemed to close the 
Tunnel and remove the LIRR from Brooklyn in order to create an Atlantic Avenue Boulevard 
and Promenade, a grandiose project inspired by the Champs-Élysées in Paris. With the help of 
corrupt politicians, Litchfield pushed the illegal legislation which permitted him to tax Atlantic 
Avenue merchants and property owners for the removal of the Tunnel and the LIRR, which he 
had branded as a “public nuisance.” As a result, steam locomotives were banned in Brooklyn in 
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1859 and the Tunnel was finally closed and sealed in 1861. In only a few short years the Tunnel 
had gone from a technologically advanced project which would benefit all of Brooklyn, to a 
scapegoat for the corrupt plans of a robber baron. Litchfield then used the ill-gotten money to  
initiate his real estate project in what would become Park Slope, and build a new rail line from 
Jamaica to Hunters Point, the line the LIRR presently uses. However, no Boulevard was built 
due to the ensuing lawsuits brought by the merchants and property owners against Litchfield. 
The elimination of rail service left downtown Brooklyn in economic chaos, causing it to be 
transformed from an economic rival of New York to one of its most prized and diversified 
residential areas.  

For over one hundred years, the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel remained sealed and largely forgotten, 
the subject of fantastic myths and legends which seemed to crop up with each generation-- many 
of which turned out to have some truth. Despite the recurrent rumors, numerous attempts to 
locate an entrance had failed. Finally, in early 1980, Robert Diamond first heard of the 
legendary tunnel on a radio broadcast about The Cosgrove Report, which claimed there was an 
old steam locomotive buried in a forgotten tunnel in downtown Brooklyn. The book also 
mentioned a legend that the missing pages of John Wilkes Booth’s diary had been hidden there. 
Intrigued, Diamond spent seven months researching the tunnel’s history, eventually locating an 
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unmarked manhole in the middle of Atlantic Avenue and Court Street he was sure would lead to 
the long-abandoned tunnel beneath. Yet when the manhole was opened, there was nothing to be 
seen but a three-foot drop. The dirt fill came up to about two feet from the underside of the 
pavement. Diamond knew at that moment he was standing on a backfilled portion of the tunnel. 
Looking around with a flashlight, he noticed what appeared to be a wall some seventy feet to the 
west. He was separated from this wall by a crawlspace less than two feet high. For the next year 
he searched the area, pleaded with skeptical, sometimes indifferent officials, researched, probed 
and slowly raised the curiosity of enough influential people to continue the exploration. In the 
summer of 1981, Mr. Diamond was able to crawl the seventy foot distance to the wall where he 
noticed the outline of a blocked-up opening in the concrete wall. The access was sealed with 
brick and Belgian paving blocks. After several hours of hard work with pick and shovel, 
Diamond and several men from Brooklyn Union Gas Company (now National Grid), who had 
agreed to help him on his underground mission, broke through the opening and finally saw the 
full expanse of the Tunnel before them, exactly as it was when sealed up 120 years earlier. 
In 1982, Mr. Diamond founded a not-for-profit corporation, the Brooklyn Historic Railway 
Association (BHRA), to preserve and restore the tunnel, and establish a museum and scenic 
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railway. For the past twenty-nine years, BHRA, in conjunction with elected officials, city 
agencies, community groups and local businesses, has been working to develop the Tunnel as a 
valuable public asset. BHRA received all the necessary approvals for a franchise from the City  
of New York to occupy and operate the tunnel as a museum devoted to the study of early railway 
transportation. BHRA has also been fostering public awareness and support for this forgotten 
municipal treasure, hosting public tours which have been enjoyed by thousands of city residents 
and tourists alike. During this time Mr. Diamond has further explored the tunnel’s history and its 
significance to New York. Because it is the earliest known example of the cut-and-cover 
technique of railroad tunnel building in the world, and because it was part of New York’s earliest 
train service, the tunnel has been listed on the National Register of Historic Places since 1989. 
The tunnel is also recognized by the Guinness Book of World Records as the “World’s Oldest 
Subway Tunnel”, starting in the 2011 edition. 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TOURISM 

Since 1982, BHRA has offered both public and private tours of the tunnel which have been 
enjoyed by thousands of visitors. Many private and public schools have sent hundreds of 
students on class trips. Most recently, at the behest of the city Department of Transportation, 
regular public tours were reinstated in 2007 and given about twice per month through the end of 
2010. During this time public interest in the tunnel and its history increased dramatically, and 
hundreds of people were safely led through the tunnel on guided tours given by Mr. Diamond. 
The Tunnel received over 12,000 visitors in 2010. Both New Yorkers and tourists from all fifty 
states and many foreign countries lined up for the adventure of seeing the legendary underground 
expanse for the first time. The response was overwhelmingly positive. Visitors reported feeling 
a strong sense of mystery and intrigue, as well as the sensation of traveling back in time to the 
19th century. Teachers commented afterwards that students were highly motivated by the visit. 
Numerous newspaper and magazine articles have been written about the Tunnel, including 
feature stories in The New York Times, Daily News, National Geographic, Science Digest, and 
The New Yorker. The project has also been covered by local television and radio as well as 
national exposure on CNN and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. In 2009, the tunnel was 
featured on the History Channel TV show Cities of the Underworld. In addition, National 
Geographic has begun work on a documentary focused on the historic locomotive buried at the 
western end of the tunnel. 

The Atlantic Avenue Tunnel Museum will be designed to appeal to the general public as well as 
to academics,train buffs, and conspiracy theorists. With its dramatic subterranean location and 
exhibits which will include historic train cars and railroad artifacts, the museum should prove of 
particular interest to children. 

The museum will have both local and international appeal. The Brooklyn Historic Railway 
Association estimates it will draw at minimum 10,000 visitors per year during our proposed 
from the tri-state area, as well as tourists sightseeing in New York City. The museum, 
located beneath a busy Brooklyn thoroughfare, will also draw visitors from its immediate  
neighborhood, a melting pot of African Americans, Hispanics, Middle Eastern émigrés and 
families of Italian American descent. 

Since future development in downtown Brooklyn will rely on the intrinsic assets of the area, it is 
the old Atlantic Avenue Tunnel which highlights the primary asset of the community—easy 
access and unparalleled transportation facilities. The museum, in the heart of downtown 
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Brooklyn, is just a short walk from federal courts, office buildings, city government offices, and 
the historic homes of Brooklyn Heights, the first designated landmark district in the United 
States. The Atlantic Avenue Tunnel can thus serve as an historic symbol for today’s public and 
private sector leaders as they reemphasize downtown Brooklyn as a business and transportation 
center now, as it was 160 years ago. 

This project will enhance the quality of life in an area now experiencing a major renaissance, as 
well as ensuring the redevelopment of downtown Brooklyn from both an economic and social 
standpoint. It would have a synergistic impact on several other projects currently underway 
downtown. 

As well as providing a new cultural resource and tourist attraction for the state and city, this 
project will stimulate business in the many restaurants, specialty food shops, antique stores, art 
galleries, and other retailers in the area. In addition, the project will generate a variety of jobs in 
its implementation, and serve as a centerpiece for the much publicized redevelopment of 
downtown Brooklyn.  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MUSEUM OPERATION 

Once accessible to the public, the Tunnel would have immediate public benefits. Current uses 
would include: 
1. Guided walking tours to groups of up to 50 people at a time. These tours would take 
place on Saturdays & Sundays from 11:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Special weekday events may be planned. 
2. Cultural gatherings. 
3. Site location for media productions. 
Possible additional future uses as per NYC Board of Estimate resolution adopted on October 9, 
1986: 
1. Historical exhibits. 
2. Streetcar/railway museum and/or railway vehicle storage "barn." 
3. Partial use as part of a future streetcar line.   

On any typical 2010 Sunday afternoon tunnel tour date, regardless of season or weather 
conditions, BHRA received on average, about $5,000 in free will contributions ($4,000 low, and 
over $6,000 high). 

We base our future Revenue Projection upon past performance over the last three 
years, and the assumption that the suggested contribution for tunnel tours will be raised to $20 
per person (a 30% increase), and that the planned improvements would allow the 
operation of tunnel tours/museum to be expanded to 7 days a week, with the circa-1830's 
locomotive discovered in the tunnel made part of the exhibit. Based upon the foregoing, we 
project gross revenue would be in the neighborhood of: 
$6,500 per day x 360 days = $2,340,000 per year gross project revenue  

PROPOSED CULTURAL PROGRAMS 

The following proposals are only a small selection of special events and programs that can be held in the tunnel 
and future programs are not solely limited to these events. Historic tunnel tours will be offered on a regular basis. 
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Science Fair 
The Atlantic Avenue Tunnel would 
have never been rediscovered if 
Robert Diamond had not win the 
science fair. Hosting a new annual 
science fair will help inspire children 
to pursue science careers. 

 

Craft Beer Festival 
Craft Beer has become a popular consumable nationwide and New 
York City has several brewers. The Tunnel can be used to host a beer 
tasting competition and even inspire a new flavor of beer reflecting 
Brooklyn’s trolley dodging past. The tunnel was the site of historic 
alcohol boot legging during its operation and artifacts from these 
activities are extant. 

 

Movie Screenings 
Classic films, documentaries, and independent films can 
be shown to a limited audience in the tunnel. The tunnel 
can also double as a shooting location for New York’s 
burgeoning film industry. 
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Live Theatre 
Temporary stages can be constructed in the tunnel to 
accommodate  performances of simple plays. 

 

Live Music 
Local performance artists can play their own compositions to a small 
number of people as well as original ragtime music relating to streetcars 
and railroads. 

 

Transit Technology & Science 
Visitors will get to examine the locomotive and learn about the history of local 
transit and the technology that powered it. Visitors who want to get involved 
will work hands on with restoration and replica construction in the museum. 
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THE SITE 

After being sealed for over a century, the Tunnel is a perfectly preserved, truly magnificent 
structure. It is a half-mile long, twenty-one feet wide and seventeen feet high. Its walls are six-foot 
thick granite blocks and the roof is a three-foot thick brick arch. Several prominent civil 
engineers have been actively engaged in determining the tunnel’s structural soundness and 
architectural and engineering significance, and have concluded that it is structurally perfect. In 
fact, they have compared it to the pyramids of Egypt. An evaluation performed by LMW 
Engineering Group, LLC, in March 2009, found the tunnel “impressively devoid of any sign of 
deterioration.” Their report further concludes that: 
*The structural integrity of the tunnel is sound and has not been compromised by aging. 
*The tunnel can be considered safe under its current use for visitors and tourist attraction. 
*There is no evidence that any form of maintenance or repair work is necessary at this 
stage. 
*The tunnel can be safely, with relatively minimum rehabilitation effort, mostly esthetic, 
be utilized as a museum or similar facility. 
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                                The Atlantic Avenue Tunnel 

                                                        Approach Ramp - Street Level to Tunnel                                         Atlantic Avenue Tunnel (Below Road Surface)

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Note:  all dimensions are approximate,  conceptual drawing - not for engineering design      Created by BHRA, October 2002          
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*In summary, the tunnel, as inspected by us, is a safe and sound structure. 
Studies conducted by prominent consultants as well as by the City departments of Sewers, Water 
Supply, Transportation, Fire and Electrical Control, and a study by the National Historic Register  
have led to the following appraisal: The tunnel is a marvel of early engineering techniques, 
historically one of the most important architectural structures of the 19th century.  

IMPROVEMENTS 

A second Egress will be installed in the center of Atlantic Avenue, approximately 30 feet to 60 
feet west of the current manhole entrance at Court Street and Atlantic Avenue, depending on site 
geometry within the tunnel. This egress will come in the form of a new manhole casting and 
frame. There are two alternatives: a double leaf rectangular manhole casting and frame, 6 ft x 3 ft 
inside clearance. The second alternative utilizes a four foot inside diameter round manhole 
casting and frame. The installation of this new 48 inch clearance manhole, with a stair 
underneath, had already been approved by the DOT, in a letter to BHRA, dated November 17, 
1989. 
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The extant concrete bulkhead opening near the tunnel entrance will be enlarged to a new 
preferred size of 78 inches x 36 inches, or as close to those dimensions as is feasible, in order to 
meet codes and improve access to the main body of the tunnel. 
The existing wood stair will be replaced by a steel stair of similar vertical rise and angle, with a 
tread length of 4 feet, tread 12 inches, and 8 inch risers. A 4 ft x 4 ft steel platform will be 
provided at the top of the stair. Handrails of standard type will be provided along both sides of 
the stair and platform. The existing wooden stair will be removed, together with any other 
flammables. The estimated cost of this steel stair, delivered and installed, is $4,200, based upon a 
bid we received. 
The new manhole entrance will also utilize a second steel stairway. This new second stair is 
partly patterned after a traditional NYC Fire Escape stair. However, OSHA now categorizes this 
type of stair as “Ship's Stairs.” Since the current NYC Building Code is silent on new Fire 
Escape design, other sources were used. Subject to final 
design, in the first alternative a new steel stair would be utilized of approximately 11 feet (132 
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inches) vertical rise (providing minimum interior headroom of 80 inches), approximately 61 
degree angle, tread length 36 inches, tread 6 inches, risers 9 inches, with 14 risers total. In the 
second alternative, a new steel stair would be utilized of approximately 11 feet vertical rise, at an 
angle of approximately 70 degrees, tread length 24 inches, tread 6 inches, risers 12 inches, with 
11 risers total. Both alternatives would be equipped with steel handrails. However, the stair 
described in the second alternative will be provided with appropriate steel handrails that in cross 
section will be spaced a minimum of 36 inches apart. The cost of this steel stair, delivered and 
installed, is estimated at $3,000. 
Final location of the new manhole and the second steel stair depends on obtaining exact 
measurements of existing tunnel geometric conditions. These measurements must be done 
immediately, in order to finalize this plan.  
We anticipate the implementation of this plan will make the entire tunnel fire proof, and that 
Emergency Personnel entering the tunnel on a job will need to carry only a minimum of 
appropriate equipment, and traditional “gurneys” will easily fit within the tunnel. 

(Rendering of new pedestrian entrance)  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We have examined § [C26-605.1] 27-381, of the NYC Building Code of 1968, as amended. We 
believe the existing ambient lighting within the tunnel exceeds the minimum requirement of 2 
foot candles. Emergency lighting is provided by each and every visitor to the tunnel being 
required to furnish their own working flashlights. Visitors to the tunnel travel in specific groups, 
led by a long experienced guide. No "independent exploration" in the tunnel is permitted. Please 
note that the tunnel is only open a few hours, on a handful of days per month. It is otherwise 
unoccupied. 
Wiring within the tunnel is of construction site type, industrial grade, consisting of insulated, 
weather proof and oil resistant No. 2, 3-conductor and No. 6, 3-conductor wire. All wiring 
connections are made to NYC Subways 3rd Rail Dept. specifications: Each connection is made 
with copper "bug nuts,” with 3 wraps of rubber high voltage tape, 3 wraps of friction tape, and 3 
wraps of PVC tape. Our wiring and generator are properly protected by appropriate circuit 
breakers. 
An in-house electrical connection will also be provided to eliminate the need for an external 
generator. Hard wired Emergency lighting will be installed as required. 

(Rendering of tunnel with improvements)  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THE LOCOMOTIVE 

According to historical records and sensor data there is a wood burning steam locomotive from the mid 1800s 
buried in the sealed up portion of the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel.  It was not uncommon for obsolete technology (old 
trains, cars, etc) to used for fill in the 19th and early part of the 20th centuries.  BHRA proposes a series of test 
borings accessing the artifact for further study, and then direct observation of the artifact by use of an excavated 
pit or trench. 

The team will first remove the existing street pavement and subsurface layers of construction 
until the top of the tunnel crown is encountered. A hammer will breach the tunnel crown and a 
backhoe will subsequently remove the pavement and fill material down to within approximately 
five feet of the artifact’s expected height. An engineered shoring system will be installed as the 
depth of the excavated trench increases. The team will then hand excavate down to the artifact 
level and shoring will continuously be installed as work progresses deeper into the tunnel. 
Ideally, the trench will be offset from the artifact’s centerline so as to expose its side. 
The project team has compiled a proposed borehole plan based upon the data 
collected during the geophysical survey and utility mapping phases in order to avoid 
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interference with existing below grade utilities. The team will coordinate the 
proposed drilling schedule with the traffic engineer in order to prepare a phased 
traffic control plan in sequence with the borehole schedule. 
  
All documentation will be submitted to the City for review and approval prior to 
submitting a permit application with the NYCDOT Permit Office. The necessary 
permits to facilitate the proposed work include Permit #0211 for a Temporary Closing of 
Roadway, and Permit #0126 for Test Pits, Cores or Boring. The team will apply for both permits 
to execute the proposed work. 
  
Prior to commencement of work, the team will coordinate a One-Call utility mark out through 
Dig Safely New York in order to physically mark the pavement along Atlantic Avenue and avoid 
any active utilities during drilling. The team will provide and operate a heavy-duty Vactor and 
direct push Geoprobe to install up to nine (9) borings within and around the location where the 
geophysical anomaly has been identified. 
  
The borings will be advanced via four (4) inch diameter boreholes. It is estimated that the team 
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can complete three locations per day. Once the boreholes are advanced to the desired depth, the 
team will install a color video inspection camera to inspect and photo document the area below 
the boreholes for evidence of the large metallic anomaly. 
The objective is to further delineate the anomaly’s location and orientation as well as attempt to 
visually inspect the target object in order to ascertain its identity. Surface utilities, buried debris 
in historic fill, and other obstructions may inhibit the advancement of borings in select locations. 
  
For this reason, a per day rig charge will apply. Ideally, a portion of the artifact will be 
encountered within one of the borings. The borings will also provide information on the location 
of voids as well as depth and content of fill material. Two samples of the excavated fill will to be 
lab tested for soil composition (Sieve Analysis) as well as for contaminants (TCL/ TALs) to 
determine if there are any environmental concerns for the workers and the potential costs related 
to the disposal of contaminated soil. 
  
The contents of the fill material should also be inspected and analyzed by the team’s 
archaeologist and conservator. Any artifact retained will be processed, identified, and 
catalogued. Upon completion of work, drillers are to backfill cuttings in boreholes, tamp the 
backfill material, and return the roadway surface to its original condition per NYCDOT 
requirements and standards 
  
In the event that the boreholes demonstrate further evidence of the anomaly and camera 
inspection of the artifact verifies the existence of a buried metallic object, the team will 
identify a definitive location for invasive exploration. The optimal location will also 
avoid interference with existing, active utilities. 
The team will prepare a site plan for the proposed trench, which will be used as the basis for 
permitting, and traffic control planning. 
  
The team will also design the necessary shoring for excavation. The trench will be large enough 
to enable a two-person team to inspect and work within the available space. Excavation through 
the street level and tunnel fill will require the design of a vertical shoring system, use of an 
operated backhoe, as well as additional archaeological consultant time in order to screen soils 
and document the trench. The trench will be approximately 3’-0” wide, 5’-0” long, and 20’-0” 
deep and it is estimated that it would require two days to complete the trench excavation. 
  
We have allocated time for a conservator to inspect the artifact in situ, observe the surroundings, 
and develop a stabilization and conservation plan. The locomotive must be stabilized in place 
prior to completing the work. Upon completion of work, the artifact will be covered with a 
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specified protective geotextile fabric, the trenches filled in with clean granular and compacted 
fill, and the street repaired per NYCDOT standard. 
Any artifact of record would become property of the people of the City of New York. 
BHRA would act as custodians and interpret the significance artifacts at the tunnel 
site. 
  
BHRA proposes that it solicits contractors and with DOT, oversees work for improved 
access to the tunnel as well as work for recovery of steam locomotive. With the City 
providing funding as a public private partnership BHRA believes as a non-profit, it can 
get the work done faster, and at lower cost. 

In 1986, a group of volunteers in England began planning for the construction of a replica Planet type steam 
locomotive. This is the type of locomotive that is believed to be buried under Atlantic Avenue. If recovered this 
locomotive would be the last original of its kind. The replica is a working steam model constructed with modern 
building techniques and has travelled over 1000 miles since its completion in 1992. The replica currently resides at 
the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester. The BHRA proposes that a similar replica be constructed for 
the entertainment and education of visitors at the tunnel. Visitors will get a historically accurate experience of the 
tunnel at the time of its functioning.  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PROJECT BUDGET 
Summary of Work  
Construction of one or more subway-style sidewalk entrances to the tunnel at Court 
Street and Atlantic Avenue, as per attached drawings. A kiosk will also be built to 
protect the entrance and provide shelter. One or more existing ventilation shafts will be 
reopened and activated to provide forced-air ventilation. Also to be installed are 
standpipes for fire protection and an improved museum-style lighting system.  
Construction of a museum within the tunnel. Exhibits will highlight the impact the 
tunnel had on the economic and social development (Transit Oriented Development) of 
Brooklyn; in particular, the reason it was built, how it was built and why it was closed. 
Various eclectic scientific and historical principles, and cutting edge theories relating to 
rail transit science and local history will also be included in the educational presentation  
within the tunnel. The centerpiece of the museum will be the circa-1830's steam 
locomotive discovered in the tunnel. A method was devised to drive an approximately 60 foot 
long “connecting tunnel” between the buried locomotive, and the interior of the tunnel under 
Atlantic Avenue and Hicks Street. This work is anticipated to be accomplished without any 
contact with existing underground utilities, through the use of pure tunneling, and by not 
employing the “cut and cover method” at all. Other exhibits will include artifacts from the tunnel 
and various media illustrating the tunnel in use, and Brooklyn in general during that 
period of time. Another major attraction will be a replica locomotive.  

Description Cost

Engineers Assessment for Improved Access & Construction $300,000

Removal of Lost Engine $150,000

Construction of Replica Engine

Total $ 450,000                   
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 TIME LINE OF EVENTS 

1979-1980 - Robert Diamond learns about the tunnel and begins investigating its whereabouts  

1981 - Robert Diamond discovers the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel 

1982 - Tunnel access improved by Robert Diamond & friends 

1982 - BHRA formed 

1989 - Tunnel gets designation by National Register of Historic Places 

1989 - Streetcar Project begins in DUMBO, Brooklyn. 

1994 - The first streetcar in decades runs under its own power in Brooklyn 

1996 - Red Hook incorporates the streetcar into its 197a plan for regeneration 

1996 - BHRA gets federal ISTEA grant funds to begin construction on the Red Hook streetcar line 

1999 - Construction begins on the streetcar line 

2001- NYC DOT approves construction of streetcar onto public streets 

2001 - 12 PCC streetcars purchased from Buffalo, NY 

2003 - Streetcar project halted 

2005 - Streetcars and BHRA equipment stolen 

2005 - Federal grant secured for a streetcar study by the NYC DOT 

2010 - Tunnel tours halted 

2010 - Scanning devices detect the locomotive long believed to be buried in the tunnel 

2011 - NYC DOT completes streetcar study 

2011 - Guinness Book of World Records dubs the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel worlds oldest subway tunnel 
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PRESS COVERAGE 
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